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HOPE E-news Bulletin 2022 #09 --- September 2022
The following items have been gathered from various e: newsletters received by HOPE in recent times; and/or prepared
specifically by HOPE members and supporters. If you have any news to contribute, please forward to
office@hopeaustralia.org.au . Deadline for articles is 15th day of the month.

Editorial
Welcome to the September 2022 issue of HOPE’s newsletter.
This is national biodiversity month and this month’s issue is packed with articles by our volunteer researchers raising
awareness about the Australian environment. As our feature article explains, Tick Tock, time is running out for our
environment and threatened native wildlife and we are behooved to consider alternative energy sources and
sustainable strategies and inventions that could help minimise our carbon footprint.
We consider some state and country-wide initiatives to bring about better management of our resources and legal
and logistical considerations in supporting transformations towards sustainability.
Regards,
Daniela Dal’Castel, Newsletter Editor – HOPE Inc.

2022 Environmental Observances
September
1-31
National Biodiversity Month
1
National Wattle Day
National Walk to Work Day (TBC)
7
National Threatened Species Day
9
National Bilby Day (Charleville Bilby Festival)
10
HOPE Ordinary Meeting, Toowoomba (both physical and via ZOOM)
12-18 National Organic Week
16
International Day for the Preservation of the Ozone Layer
22
World Car-Free Day
25
World Rivers Day
29
International Day of Awareness on Food Loss and Waste Reduction
29
World Maritime Day
October
1-7
Australian Wildlife Week
4
World Habitat Day
8
World Migratory Bird Day (and 14 May)
13
International Day for Disaster Reduction
16
World Food Day
17
International Day for the Eradication of Poverty
17-23 Aussie Backyard Bird Count
National Water Week (TBC)
National Ride-2-Work Day (TBC)
24
United Nations Day
November
5
World Tsunami Awareness Day
12-20 Pollinator Week
7-13 National Recycling Week
10
World Science Day for Peace and Development
21
World Fisheries Day

Feature Article
Tick, tock, tick, tock …
Opinion piece, by Dr Anika Molesworth
The reminder that time is running out was again reiterated in this week’s State of the Environment report. Written by
independent experts, this comprehensive national assessment on the condition of Australia’s wildlife and wild places
was pretty grim. I don’t think many who follow natural sciences and issues would have been surprised by the findings,
but that didn’t make it any less heart-breaking to read.
Some of the report findings include the number of listed threatened species has grown by 8% since 2016 and Australia
can expect more species extinctions. Rivers and catchments are mostly in poor condition, and native fish populations
have declined by more than 90% in the past 150 years: a trend that is continuing. The report serving as yet another
warning, that by continuing as we are, we are likely to see species like koalas across Eastern Australia, and wonders
like the Great Barrier Reef disappear on our watch.
Tick, tock…
I have heard numerous farmers and people involved in the agricultural sector describe our situation as a ticking timebomb.
The farmers that I know are hugely concerned about the deterioration of our natural world and its climate because a
healthy environment is the foundation of any farm. Clean water, stable temperatures, predictable rainfall patters,
pollinators and biodiversity make up well-functioning ecosystems. The environment’s condition impacts what food can
be grown, where it can be grown, the cost of food, and its nutritional value.
By delaying action on this environmental emergency situation, there will be more frequent and worse extreme weather
events, like floods, bushfires and droughts, and a less resilient environment to cope with these devastations. As a
result, we will see food prices go up, nutrients go down, and we will experience damage to infrastructure and
processes which will disrupt supply chains. Last year, the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change concluded it
is now ‘code red for humanity’.
Time is running out, but there is still time, and we need to use it wisely.
We have to recognise the task at hand and acknowledge our responsibility in this moment. By taking action, we look
after the environment, and also benefit society and the economy; such as supporting new emerging job industries,
providing financial security, and helping to ensure more resilience and stable communities.
We must this State of the Environment report as motivation to change the way we are living on this planet. We should
all be thinking every day about what we can do in our homes, in our communities, our businesses, our kid’s schools,
our sporting groups, in our purchasing and waste habits, and our influence to improve policy.
Because the exciting thing is, that we have an abundance of solutions right at our fingertips.
We already have the technology we need to drastically reduce emissions, including replacing coal- and gas power
stations, with clean and cheap renewable energy backed by storage technologies. We can protect natural habitats
and bring wildlife back from the brink of extinction. And the farmers I know want to be part of this, not only because
farmers love their homes, but because healthy landscapes are more productive and profitable.
And everyone can also make choices each day that benefits the farming system when we sit down to a meal. By
choosing to eat local, seasonal, nutrient-dense and native foods, eating more plants and less meats, paying a fair
price for food, and refusing to waste food – we go a long way in addressing the climate and environmental challenges
we face.
We must protect this incredible country and look after its wildlife and wild places. In doing so we will reap a multitude
of benefits and have a future we can truly look forward to. But we must aim high and go fast. Because no one wants
to hear ‘tick, tock … boom.’
Dr Anika Molesworth - Farmer. Scientist. Author
www.AnikaMolesworth.com | @AnikaMolesworth | anika.molesworth@gmail.com

General Articles
Hybrid, Electric and Hydrogen cars
Lauren Dogan, HOPE Researcher NSW

Enel X.com

Nations around the world currently depend on fossil fuel for
energy production and these fossil fuels are not sustainable
sources of energy (Hosseini et al., 2013). To accommodate
the energy demands of a rapidly growing global population,
it is crucial to promote to an alternative, sustainable energy
source that does not negatively impact the environment
(Granovskii et al., 2007). Over the past 20 years, vehicles
have become more fuel efficient, and hybrid electric vehicles
are becoming increasingly common. One of the fastest
growing alternative energies in vehicles is electricity. Crude
oil, coal, natural gas, and wind are all primary energy
sources however electricity is not a primary energy source
but rather as a fully charged battery it is an energy carrier
(Zohuri & McDaniel, 2001).

Hybrid Vehicles
A hybrid vehicle (HEV) is any type of vehicle with two sources of power
(Hantula, 2010). Hybrid cars get their power from a petrol engine and an
electric motor and are designed in some cases for either 1) both power
sources to be used simultaneously or 2) the power sources are used
alternatively. For example, when a hybrid car travels at speeds below 510km/h, the hybrid car runs only on the electric motor, reducing fuel
consumption. In hybrid cars, the electric motor gets power from batteries,
which can be recharged while the car is braking (regenerative braking), or
when idling, from an external power source. Another recharging method is
when the central combustion engine is connected to the generator that directly
recharges the batteries (Racz et al., 2015, p.439, 440).

Plug-in hybrid vehicles
The terms ‘plug-in hybrids’, ‘plug-in hybrid car’, and ‘plug-in hybrid vehicle
(PHEV)’ are used for passenger cars that 1) are equipped with an internal
combustion engine (ICE) and one or multiple electric motors, 2) induce their
propulsion energy from combustible fuels and/or electricity, and 3) can be
charged from an external electricity source (Weiss et al., 2019, p.1478).
PHEV’s have larger batteries than HEVs and can be driven further in fullelectric mode. Recharging is usually through a household power point (four to
eight hours for a full charge), wall boxes (two to four hours) or the super-fast
public recharging network. PHEV’s are quiet, efficient and produce reduced
emissions in electric mode and are the happy medium between conventional
hybrids and full electric vehicles (Nguyen, 2021).

Read more here:
10 best hybrid vehicles in Australia
• https://www.carsguide.com.au/ev/advice/10-best-hybrid-vehicles-in-australia-78786
10 best hybrid cars arriving in 2022
https://www.carsguide.com.au/car-news/best-hybrid-cars-arriving-in-2022-84693

Electric Vehicles
The terms ‘electric car’, ‘fully electric car’, and ‘battery-electric vehicle (BEV)’
are used for passenger cars that are driven by one or multiple electric
motors and draw their propulsion energy exclusively from an electric battery
(Weiss et al., 2019, p.1478). Electric vehicles do not release any emissions
as they need electricity to run and are considered by many as an ecofriendly solution for the increasing demand for more vehicles and more fuel
(Milev et al., 2021). Battery electric vehicles (BEVs) are highly efficient at
converting energy from the grid into tractive force and they can recover
energy during drives by applying regenerative braking (Manoharan et al.,
2019). One major drawback of BEVs is that they usually have a limited
range due to the size and the cost of batteries necessary for vehicle power
and energy requirements. The “refueling” of the battery systems can also
take several hours, compared to a few minutes with a conventional vehicle
(Manoharan et al., 2019).
Read more here:
Best electric car 2021
• https://www.carsales.com.au/editorial/details/best-electric-car-2021-the-verdictBest electric cars arriving in 2022
• https://www.carsguide.com.au/car-news/best-electric-cars-arriving-in-2022-84691

Hydrogen Vehicles
Like electricity, hydrogen is an energy carrier
that has the capacity to deliver incredible
amounts of energy. Hydrogen is a chemical
energy carrier that has the capability to
produce electricity up to 39.39 kWh/kg, which
exceeds the energy concentration of most
batteries (Manoharan et al., 2019). A
hydrogen-powered vehicle is classed as a
Fuel Cell Vehicle (FCV). Hydrogen gas is fed
at high pressure to a fuel cell where electricity
is formed to power the motor, with the byproducts being water and heat. This
compares to a BEV or EV which is powered
by electric motors that pull current from a
rechargeable battery (Uzwyshyn-Jones,
2021).

Thompson, 2020.

Although hydrogen is the most common element in the universe, it doesn’t exist in its pure form on Earth. This means
that if we want to use it as fuel source for our cars, we need to produce it out of other compounds like water, natural
gas, biomass, or other fossil fuels which means energy needs to be used and environmental and economic costs
come into play (Goncalves, 2019). Although hydrogen-based internal combustion engines have recently received
considerable interests, several practical barriers have prevented the fast development of this technology. These
include fuel inefficiency, transportation costs, high manufacturing costs, lack of infrastructure, and lack of confidence
in technology. Hydrogen-powered vehicles may result in the next big automobile revolution after the adoption of
electric vehicles, but to do that, they have many hurdles to overcome. (Spray, 2021).
Read more here:
The 5 best hydrogen cars to look forward to in Australia
• https://www.carsguide.com.au/car-advice/the-five-best-hydrogen-cars-to-look-forward-to-in-australia-85333
Hybrid vs electric: which should you choose?
• https://www.carsguide.com.au/ev/advice/hybrid-vs-electric-cars-which-should-you-choose-82900

•
•
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Growing Healthy Kids - Medibank Live Better program
Live Better is a program designed by private health insurer Medibank to help Australians
boost their wellbeing. To this end, Live Better provides digital guides and social activities,
both virtual and face-to-face, to obtain and demonstrate tips and expert advice on how to
eat and move all the way to wellness.

One subcategory of the Live Better program is called 'Growing Healthy
Kids', which comprises a suite of articles designed to help guardians build
healthy habits in their children. These articles provide advice on
encouraging children to learn more about their food, and to get involved
with outdoor physical activities like running and swimming (among other
topics).

The Growing Healthy Kids initiative
aligns with HOPE's commitment to
fostering sustainable ideals in that
it helps children appreciate the
lasting implications of their
consumption, and to develop a
relationship with the natural
environment.

Queensland News
The Condamine Catchment Management Association (CCMA)
By Olivia Ustariz, HOPE Media Officer QLD
The Condamine Catchment Management Association (CCMA) is a non-profit organisation
that was formed in 1992 to bring together landholders, community groups, industry groups,
and all spheres of government to manage a river catchment on a regional scale; specifically,
the Queensland section of the Murray-Darling Basin. In this instance, catchment
management refers to on-ground action that improves soil health, water quality, and wildlife
habitat.
The CCMA meets quarterly to discuss and enact the key objects underpinning
their constitution:
• To collect and distribute natural resource management (NRM) information
relevant to the Condamine Catchment.
• To help community, government, and industry groups interact and collaborate
on issues relating to catchment management.
• To represent landowners and communities in dealings with NRM issues in the
Condamine Catchment.
• To promote and coordinate community engagement activities that build capacity
for, and improve, NRM in the Condamine Catchment.
The CCMA aims to ensure that its actions benefit the catchment at large. As such, it welcomes any individuals and
groups looking to help the environment and give back to the community.
To this end, the CCMA recently held a free workshop on grant writing, which provided information on researching
grants, interpreting application guidelines, and completing funding applications efficiently.
CCMA also continues to work alongside other NRM groups like Tamborine Mountain Landcare Inc. to manage and
regenerate key habitats through on-site activities like weeding, planting, and extending native vegetation into
previously pastoralised land.

Queensland Water and Land Carers (QWaLC)
By Olivia Ustariz, HOPE Media Officer QLD
Queensland Water and Land Carers (QWaLC) is a non-government, non-profit
organisation that functions as the peak body for the state's natural resource
management (NRM) volunteers. According to the National Landcare Program, natural resource management refers
to the protection and improvement of natural resources like soil, vegetation, water, and animals for both present and
future generations.
Formed in 2004, QWaLC supports the valuable work of volunteer community groups in the NRM sector through the
following services:
• Networking: QWaLC supports an extensive community network of volunteer NRM groups, regional bodies,
government representatives, and industry personnel that subsequently share experiences and resources with
one another.
• Insurance: QWaLC administers three insurance policies at the behest of the Department of Resources, due to
their understanding of the needs of NRM volunteers.
• Promotion: QWaLC promotes the achievements of NRM volunteers across the state. For instance, QWaLC helps
coordinate the Queensland Landcare Awards, the state's most prestigious NRM Awards process that recognises
key contributors to the preservation of Australia's unique landscape.
• Representation: QWaLC's board comprises community representatives from each of the state's NRM regions,
and so ensures that each community volunteer can partake in the policies and procedures relating to their local
issues.
• Advocacy: QWaLC advocates to ensure that NRM volunteers and their contribution to environmental outcomes
are considered in any decisions regarding the voluntary NRM sector.
In one of their most recent wins, QWaLC managed to finalise ongoing insurance coverage for all QWaLC member
groups despite the continued volatility and hardening of the insurance market.

National News
The Australian Student Environment Network (ASEN)
By Olivia Ustariz, HOPE researcher Qld
The Australian Student Environment Network (ASEN) is a country-wide network linking
together student environment collectives that function as grassroots movements for
change.
ASEN's purpose for linking student collectives is to instill people from all walks of life with
the skills, education, and experience to become lifelong agents of change and
environmental justice. To this end, ASEN similarly helps collectives communicate and
share resources with one another, as well as organise around key ecological and social
issues.
ASEN is unique in that it formally recognises the indelible link between
addressing environmental issues and subverting hierarchical capitalist
economies and social power structures. In fact, ASEN deliberately circumvents
the hierarchical model of decision making and instead uses the consensusbased model to make decisions. That is, every ASEN member reserves the
right to comment on and influence the actions of the national office bearers and
the direction of the network.
ASEN has had a profound impact on fostering positive ecological and social
change through collective action. One of their most impressive 'wins' was the
Mining the Truth Roadtrips, which was spearheaded by members of the
NSW/ACT branch. As part of this campaign, NSW/ACT members bore witness
to and chronicled the harmful effects of industrial extraction on coal and gas
communities, with the intention to advocate for just transitions away from fossil
fuel-based economies.
ASEN continues to rally support for environmental and social justice by promoting skills workshops and campaigns
relating to issues like black deaths in custody and unpacking extra-activism.

The Clean Energy Finance Corporation (CEFC)
By Olivia Ustariz, HOPE researcher QLD

The Clean Energy Finance Corporation (CEFC) is an Australian Government-owned green bank that was established
by the Clean Energy Finance Corporation Act 2012. Much like other green banks, CEFC partners with the private
sector and uses innovative financing and market development tools to invest in renewable energy, energy efficiency,
and low emissions technologies across the economy. This, in turn, is intended to help lower Australia's carbon
emissions, with an eye to achieve net zero emissions by 2050.
CEFC considers diverse backgrounds and ideas in its decision making to embrace clean energy technologies and
new solutions that will drive positive and long-lasting change towards sustainability. CEFC operates with honesty and
transparency to foster trust in its decision making, while its commercial rigour and expertise provide for a risk appetite.
CEFC similarly capitalises on its expertise by approaching new frontiers with confidence and enthusiasm, thereby
accelerating Australia's transition to a lower emissions economy.
CEFC’s investment origination activities are framed around four decarbonisation pathways, including:
• Low carbon electricity: investing in grid energy, battery storage, and other renewable energy developments
to facilitate cleaner, cheaper energy nationwide.
• Ambitious energy efficiency: investing in cleaner and more efficient renewable energy solutions for the built
environment sectors, such as infrastructure, to reduce demand on the energy network.
• Reducing non-energy emissions: by investing in diverse opportunities like lowering embodied carbon in
buildings.
• Electrification: Electrifying and so decarbonising key sectors of the economy, such as agriculture, by backing
clean hydrogen as a new fuel source, among others.
In fact, in May 2020, CEFC was issued a new mandate direction to create a $300 million Advancing Hydrogen Fund
to finance projects that advance hydrogen production, and that develop hydrogen hubs and export and domestic
hydrogen supply chains.

International News
Future Earth - futureearth.org
Lauren Dogan, HOPE Researcher NSW

Main aims
Future Earth is a network of scientists, researchers, and innovators designed to provide the knowledge needed to
support transformations towards sustainability. Future Earth’s mission is to advance research in support of
transformations to global sustainability where social decisions are informed by openly accessible and shared
knowledge. Future Earth develops the knowledge and tools that government, communities, and companies need to
meet the United Nations’ 17 Sustainable Development Goals.
By understanding connections among environmental, social, and economic systems, Future Earth works to facilitate
research and innovation, build networks, and shape the narrative, turning knowledge into action by:
• Establishing, connecting, and promoting international research initiatives, such as Global Research Networks
and new integrative activities
● Initiating and organising scientific unions and assessments and activities which cut across and
research in a systems approach, such as the Earth Commission

integrate

● Facilitating the representation and engagement of global sustainability science in global science-policy
practice interfaces, global integrated and thematic assessment and response frameworks, and discourse
around globally agreed goals and multifaceted environmental and social agreements
● Curating global sustainability science communications, such as the Anthropocene Magazine
● Assembling international, open science conferences, such as the regular series of Sustainability
and Innovation Congresses

Research

● Stimulating and supporting global sustainability science capacity development initiatives, such as the Earth
Leadership Program.

Knowledge Action Networks (KAN)
Knowledge-Action Networks (KAN) aim to generate knowledge
and focus on key societal challenges as outlined in the Future
Earth 2025 Vision, as well as cross-cutting issues. Objectives of
KAN are to 1) identify and respond to society’s needs for scientific
knowledge to successfully undertake the transformation to
sustainability, 2) generate integrated knowledge that is relevant
to decision-makers, 3) develop and cultivate research that is
solution-driven, inter and trans-disciplinary, and 4) add value to
research that is or has been carried out already. KAN involves
fundamental research, integration of natural and social sciences
and humanities, co-designed research questions with users, coproduced outcomes, and broader engagement activities through
state-of-the-art communications, dialogues, and involvement at
policy interfaces.
Read more here:
• https://futureearth.org/networks/knowledge-action-networks/

Global Research Projects
Future Earth is entrenched in the work of 19 Global Research Projects. These
networks have an extensive history of creating research at the forefront of
sustainability science. These programs played a critical role in defining,
advancing, and forming the field of Earth system science – which considers how
all of the parts of the planet, including human societies, connect to and shape
each other.

The Global Projects include:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.

AIMES (Analysis, Integration and Modelling of the Earth System)
BioDISCOVERY
ESG – Earth System Governance
EvolvES (formerly biogenesis)
Future Earth Coasts (formerly LOICZ)
GCP – Global Carbon Project
GLP – Global Land Programme
GMBA – Global Mountain Biodiversity Assessment
IGAC – International Global Atmospheric Chemistry
IHOPE – Integrated History and Future of People on Earth
iLEAPS – Integrated Land Ecosystem – Atmosphere Processes Study
IMBeR – Integrated Marine Biosphere Research
IRG – Integrated Risk Governance Project
MAIRS-FE – Monsoon Asia – Integrated Research for Sustainability
oneHEALTH (formerly ecoHEALTH)
PAGES – Past Global Changes
PECS – Programme on Ecosystem Change and Society
SOLAS – Surface Ocean – Lower Atmosphere Study
Water Future – Sustainable Water Future Programme

Read more here:
• https://futureearth.org/networks/global-research-projects/

Events
Sustainability Research & Innovation Congress 2022 (SRI2022)
When: June 20, 2022
The Sustainability Research & Innovation Congress is a
series of gatherings uniting global research leaders,
experts, industry and innovators to inspire action and
promote a sustainability transformation. A joint initiative of
Future Earth and the Belmont Forum, it is a space of strong
advocacy for sustainability scholarship and innovation,
transdisciplinary and cross-sectoral collaboration, and
action. The first SRI Congress took place in June 2021 and
featured 700 speakers and 2000 participants from 100
countries. The 2022 Congress will delve deeper in
exploring next generation conferencing and move towards
greater inclusivity and lower carbon footprint by
considering a distributed convening.

Transition Network - www.transitionnetwork.org
By Lauren Dogan, HOPE Researcher NSW
Main Aims
Since 2005, the Transition movement has been growing through
community-led Transition groups working towards a low-carbon,
socially just future with resilient communities, more active
participation in society, and a caring culture focused on supporting
one other. Transition Network is a charity that works to inspire,
encourage, connect, support and train globally as they self-organise
around the Transition model. The Transition movement is spread
across 48 countries with 23 Transition Hubs around the world.

The Transition Network works with and alongside a grass-roots movement of independent Transition initiative
community groups and Transition Hubs in numerous countries to:
•
•
•
•
•

Set up renewable energy products
Re-localise food systems
Create community green spaces
Spark entrepreneurship
Work with municipalities to build community connection, repair, and reskilling

Principles
Carrying out Transition is about finding a balance between
The Head – The Heart – The Hands
To act on the basis of the best information and evidence available, to work with compassion to turn ideas into
a tangible reality by initiating practical projects.

Why do people become involved in Transition?
• To get to know their neighbours
• To feel that they are making a difference in the world, both now, and for future generations
• To overcome the sense of disconnection they feel from themselves, others and from the nature around
them
• To accelerate new projects, enterprises, and investment opportunities
• To learn new skills
• To feel like they are creating a more life changing story for their place
• To feel connected to other people, the natural world, and to something historic and exciting happening
around them
• Because they feel it is "the right thing to do"
• Because they feel defenceless by politics and want to be able to influence the world around them
Way to start
You could:
• Start a repair café
• Host a Local Food Summit
• Create a new food market

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Organise a street carnival
Share skills
Open a community shop
Create a surplus food café
Run a community open space
Help a school to grow food
Community winemaking
Give a public talk
Start a co-housing project
Plant some fruit/nut trees
Start a seed library
Make apple juice
Learn natural building
Community beekeeping
Start a ‘free market’

Letters to the Editor
Hi HOPE,
Please thank Dr Kaur for her great article on the reuse of waste. I'd like to email her in case she explores the
topic of the huge value of waste minimisation in another paper.
A point close to my heart still not given much prominence is the waste of under-utilised human resources,
people who want to be or could be useful, contributing community members. I refer to the use of people with
disabilities or older retirees perhaps in school/ community recycling centres.
Along these lines with a similar volunteer workforce, which could include elderly community members who
enjoy gardening, would be community nurseries which could grow the seedling feedstock of trees, shrubs and
groundcovers suitable for the replanting of floodplains no longer considered suitable for human habitation.
Dr Kaur correctly places lesser importance on recycling waste than other waste hierarchy categories.
A "front end" approach to recycling should be considered in that any material that is easy to recycle is not
really recyclable waste unless there is a genuine, viable market for that material which does not incur a high
cost to transport that material to a suitable recycling facility. Glass is a material that is very easy to recycle but
there is a very limited range of applications for waste glass.
I'll mention the paper to our weekly U3A discussion group.
Stay safe,
Harry Johnson, friend of HOPE, NSW

Legal

Climate Counsel- www.climatecounsel.org
By Tifany Leigh-Logan MPH - HOPE researcher (QLD)

About
What does good climate policy look like? The Climate Counsel, a non-profit organization that falls under the Global
Diligence LLP organization umbrella, is trying to answer this very question. Global Diligence focuses its energies on
international criminal law and human rights. They focus on humanitarian issues such as war crimes, genocide, human
rights, and crimes against humanity. Global Diligence lawyers found themselves at a junction when delving into
Cambodian crimes against humanity, as they were greatly impacted by environmental destruction and mass land
grabbing. So, they established the Climate Counsel to allow international lawyers to partner with scientists, forensic
architects, and photographers in order to address the emerging climate crisis and publicly present rigorous evidence
against bad environmental practices (Climate Counsel, n.d.-c).

Main aims
The Climate Counsel goes after environmental justice using
international criminal law. Their main aim has to do with
advocating for new laws surrounding ecological destruction,
which they have termed ecocide. These former United Nations
lawyers who are dedicated to climate and environmental
justice, litigate on behalf of dependent communities whose
natural environments are being destroyed (Climate Counsel,
n.d.-b).
Photo 1 is sourced from stopecocide.earth

Their strategy is to create a space where
environmental destruction can be persecuted as
crimes against humanity or war crimes. They are
piggybacking off War Crimes: Rome Statute Article
8.2(b)(iv) which eludes that an attack launched with
the knowledge that it will cause severe long-term
damage to the natural world is a war crime. They
also piggyback off Crimes Against Humanity: Rome
Statue Article 7 which doesn’t require an armed
conflict to be the cause of such destruction, so long
as some humans are harmed (Climate Counsel,
n.d.-a).

Photo 2 is sourced from
climatecousel.org

Major achievements to date
In 2019 (The Guardian, August 25, 2019) the Climate Counsel authored a report and presented it at the G7 which
explained how sanctions that are targeted, can fight environmental destruction (Climate Counsel, n.d.-e), and protect
the environment. “The G7 (Group of Seven) is an organization of the world's seven largest so-called "advanced"
economies, which dominate global trade and the international financial system. They are Canada, France, Germany,
Italy, Japan, the UK and the United States” (BBC, March 24, 2022). Thus far, the Cambodian communications have
been repackaged and used under the US Global Magnitsky Act by the U.S. government for sanctions. It also facilitated
the EU parliament in 2019 to reduce trade preference with Cambodia due to ‘“Serious and systematic human rights
abuses” (Climate Counsel, n.d.- e).

In July of 2021 the Stop Ecocide foundation was created. In May of 2022 the International Parliamentary Alliance for
the Recognition of Ecocide was created, and Climate Counsel representatives lobbied the EU parliament for ecocide
to be in the EU’s environmental crimes new directive (Climate Counsel, n.d.-d). The Climate Counsel also created
the Ecocide Advice Centre to help with the development of international and national ecocide laws (Climate Counsel,
n.d.- e).

Current Projects
The Climate Counsel continues to work on a project Global Diligence
began in 2014 when Richard Rogers filed a communication with the
International Cambodian Criminal Court (ICC). The communication
outlined crimes against humanity happening in Cambodia due to
resource exploitation and land grabbing. This case has been groundbreaking, as there are now 40 civil society organizations that are focused
on land rights and the environment. (Climate Counsel, n.d.- e). This case
is currently under active review by the Cambodian International Criminal
Court. It has also inspired many academic papers and reports. (Climate
Counsel, n.d.- e).
Photo 3 is sourced from climatecounsel.org

The Climate Counsel is liaising with Brazilian human rights organizations, international organizations, and victim
groups, to investigate crimes against humanity carried out against local communities. If enough evidence can be
garnered the Prosecutor of the ICC will receive a communication (Climate Counsel, n.d.- e). The Climate counsel is
also training environmental lawyers in Sudan to help local groups go after environmental destruction accountability in
the context of genocide and war crimes (Climate Counsel, n.d.- e). Lastly, Climate Counsel is actively identifying
examples where crimes against humanity may have been committed in the conflict currently going on in Ukraine
(Climate Counsel, n.d.- e).

Resources
Access to free resources is accessible through the Ecocide Advice Centre
https://www.climatecounsel.org/ecocideadvicecentre or by e-mailing rogers@climatecousel.org.
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Environmental Justice Australia (EJA)
EJA is a non-profit non-government legal centre that serves the national public interest by litigating, advocating,
and collaborating for long-lasting protections of nature and the community.
To this end, EJA uses the law and its nationwide team of lawyers and campaigners to drive change in four focus
areas underpinning environmental justice:
• Nature thrives: Regenerating and protecting critical ecosystems from the dual threats of degradation
and extinction.
• Climate justice: Stopping the expansion of climate-damaging fossil fuels and facilitating the transition
to low polluting, low emissions-intensive, and affordable energy.
• Healthy communities: Empowering disadvantaged communities and protecting the universal right to a
healthy environment.
• First Nations justice: Supporting First Nations people in their fight to reclaim the rights of, and restore
health to, Country.
EJA has enjoyed numerous successes both in and out of the courtroom throughout their thirty-plus years fighting
for environmental justice.
In one of their most recent wins, EJA successfully opposed the construction of a gas import terminal at Crib
Point in Westernport Bay. If constructed, this gas import terminal would have discharged up to 180 Olympic
swimming pools-worth of chlorinated water everyday into Westernport Bay, which is home to critically
endangered whales, turtles, fish, and waterbirds.
Currently,
EJA
is
representing
Environment Victoria in a court case
against the Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA), the latter of which is
accused of issuing licences to three
coal-burning power stations without
considering the harmful impacts of air
pollution on the community.
To become a member of EJA, or to
learn more about the good work they do
and the key sustainability issues sitting
on their radar, simply head to their
website and follow the prompts.
(Image sourced from EJA)

(Written by Olivia Ustariz, HOPE researcher Qld)

